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Defendants--nominal defendants Power Cooling, Inc. and Reliance

Machining, Inc. (collectively, "the companies")--and defendant Lauren Larsen

("Larsen"), the
companies'

president and chief executive officer hereby move to dismiss

the complaint for failure to state a claim and the failure of the plaintiffs as adequate

representatives to press the claims if they had any merit in the first place.

FACTS

The plaintiffs purport to bring this suit in their capacity as trustees on

behalf of the beneficial owners of those shares (i.e. mostly themselves) and derivatively

on behalf of the companies. They allege, in the first cause of action, that they are

entitled, under section 624(b) of the Business Corporation Law of the State of New York,

to business and personal, credit card, banking and other records of Lauren and Power

Cooling dating back a decade, bootstrapping their unfounded
"concerns"

into a statutory

entitlement.1

They also interpose causes of action for breach of fiduciary duty of care

(second cause of action), breach of fiduciary duty of loyalty (third cause of action),

breach of fiduciary duty (fourth cause of action), for a constructive trust (fifth cause of

action), corporate waste (sixth cause of action), unjust enrichment (seventh cause of

action), breach of shareholder agreement (eighth cause of action), declaratory relief

(ninth cause of action) and for an accounting (tenth cause of action). All the
"factual"

allegations supporting the second through tenth causes of action are the same; they

allege misfeasance. To do so, they assert bald accusations that Lauren has diverted

1 Not incidentally, the plaintiffs traded away voting and other related corporate rights (specifically,
majority ownership) in exchange for a larger share of the companies and it is against that framework that

they resort to the Business Corporation Law for "relief,"
effectively using the Business Corporation Law

and the host of false allegations asserted in the complaint in an attempt to accomplish through litigation
what they cannot accomplish through direct corporate participation.
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corporate funds to herself by using them to buy and furnish a house in Montana for one

of her daughters, paying unearned salary to all of her daughters, creating two

corporations to compete with "and
or"

divert monies from Power Cooling, sending jobs

to her contractor husband, purchasing and furnishing a weekend house in upstate New

York, building a pool in her own backyard, leasing out space on Power Cooling's

property and pocketing the funds, and generally refusing to sell the companies, which

they falsely contend are losing money, so that the valuable land on which they sit can be

divided.

None of
plaintiffs'

claims are true and several are demonstrably false. For

example, Lauren's daughter in Montana purchased her own house, in largest part with a

mortgage, as presumably a search of Montana property records would have

demonstrated; Lauren's husband purchased the weekend house with approximately 10%

down and a mortgage for the balance, as publicly available property records would

demonstrate; Lauren's husband's company has earned approximately $50,000.00 in

three years for jobs it performed for Power Cooling; the supposedly
"competing"

corporations were created long before Lauren was even an officer of either company and

they do no business; the rentals are paid to and held by corporate accounts at

reasonably prevailing rates. As for the unearned salary, one of Lauren's daughters is

employed by the company in its office;2 another serves on the board of directors; and

only the third receives unearned salary ($100,00.00 per year).

While complaining about monies paid to Lauren's daughters and

bemoaning the fact that she does not receive distributions, Lydia Larsen herself has

2 Her alleged lack of familiarity with the HVAC business being not just untrue but also irrelevant as she is
not employed as a contractor or engineer but in the accounts receivable department.
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received unearned salary from Power Cooling for 30 years, as her son has for the past

two years although he, too, no longer works for either company. In fact Lydia has

received nearly $2 million over the past 30 years in unearned compensation,

contributions to a company-maintained 401K plan, and nonmonetary benefits such as a

company-paid automobile, free EZ passes, free cellular telephones (including usage) and

free airline travel; she billed the companies to remodel the home her mother purchased

for her, for over a million dollars, with monies paid by Power Cooling to purchase

Lloyds shares. Her failure, in her alleged capacity as trustee for herself and her sister

Linnea and in her capacity as protector of Power Cooling, to complain about these

substantial, unearned and ongoing monetary and nonmonetary benefits to herself and

her election instead to interpose false and hence unprovable allegations against Lauren

in the form of
"concern"

explains Lydia, as trustee and derivatively, is an altogether unfit

plaintiff. Indeed, now well into her 40th
decade, Lydia has had her entire life bankrolled

by Power Cooling, enjoying benefits earned through Lauren Larsen's efforts over the

past 12 years and the efforts of Lloyd Larsen and Karl Zimm before that.

As for Louann Larsen, she has never worked for either company and yet

she, too, received contributions to a company-run 401K plan and continues to enjoy free

EZ pass and cellular telephone usage, free gas cards, a free automobile and free airline

travel; she, too, remodeled her home and sent the bill to Power Cooling. Asserting no

objection, in her capacity as trustee for herself or her nonparty sister Linnea or on behalf

of the companies, to monetary and nonmonetary benefits paid to and on behalf of

herself, it is clear that Louann Larsen would likewise be a completely unfit plaintiff even

in the event this lawsuit had the slightest merit.
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BACKGROUND

The companies are two close corporations in the heating, ventilation and

air conditioning business, selling, installing and servicing HVAC equipment to private

and governmental clients all over the metropolitan area. Larsen is the eldest daughter

of Lloyd Larsen ("Lloyd") and Herdis Louise Larsen ("Louise") (Lloyd and Louise are

referred to collectively as "the Larsens"). The plaintiff trustees are two of Lauren's three

sisters.3 Now 57 years old, Lauren is the only one of the
Larsens'

issue to have devoted

more than momentary dedication to the companies, Louann and Linnea having never

worked for them and Lydia having ceased working for them in 1990, when she was in

her early 20s.

The companies are two corporations organized and existing under the laws

of the State of New York in 1966. Organizing them were Lloyd Larsen and his then

business partner, Karl Zimm. In around 1987, Lloyd and Zimm parted ways. Lloyd or

the companies themselves bought out Zimm's interest and Lloyd became the 100%

shareholder. At the time, Lauren and Lydia were both employed by the companies

doing office work. Lauren stayed and climbed the ladder, ultimately succeeding her

father as president upon his retirement in 2000. Lydia left after three years to pursue

her own interests.

In 2003 Lloyd decided to transfer 51% of his shares to a newly created

trust for the benefit of his issue. To accomplish this, the companies were valued, the

trust was created and a share price was set. The result was that the companies paid

$440,000.oo per year for those shares until the full purchase price of $6.6 million had

3 The fourth sister, Linnea Larsen, is the beneficiary of the subtrust C of which Louann and Lydia are
trustees.
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been paid, the payments having been made out of annual profits. But Lloyd did not

wish to treat his issue equally. Rather, he provided that 40% of the trust's res should go

to Lauren, whom he wanted to own the companies in recognition of her long and

diligent service for what he considered a modest salary; he also knew that the sisters did

not get along with Lauren and felt that, between that fact and her diligent service, she

should wind up with the entire company and he should provide for her sisters through

his other assets. Accordingly, the original trust provided that her sisters share the

remaining 60% of the res but that Lauren should have the right to buy out her sisters

upon the death of the second of her parents. As it turned out, Louise survived Lloyd,

who died in 2012. By then Lauren had been president of the companies for 12 years.

The 49% of Lloyds retained shares passed on his death to Louise. By the

terms of Lloyds last will and testament, had he survived Louise 40% of those shares

would also have passed to Lauren, who would also have had the right to purchase the

shares her sisters received from Lloyds estate. However, as noted, Louise survived

Lloyd. In 2012, to satisfy Lloyds wishes, Louise gifted to Lauren 29% of the shares she

had inherited from Lloyd and sold her the remaining 20%. Based on a then-recent

appraisal of the
businesses'

worth, Louise gifted each of the other daughters

$1,064,268.00 and each retained her claim to the shares in the original trust, subject to

Lauren's right of purchase. Stated differently, Louann and Lydia each received a

distribution in the form of a share of Lloyds retained shares in an amount of more than

$1 million without losing her share of the original trust and while receiving other

benefits from Lloyds other assets.

Their satisfaction was short-lived, as it is now. Louann and Lydia pressed

Louise for years to give them even more and ultimately enlisted Lauren in the idea that
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"fairness"
so dictated because she had "so

much"
and her sisters had "so

little."
Guiding

this decision was, in large measure, the explosive value of the real estate on which the

companies sit, which property Lloyd had also purchased but which he had never put

into a separate corporation.

Accordingly, in 2021, with Lauren's active but misguided participation, she

and Louise agreed that Lauren would relinquish her claim to the 20% she had been

gifted and would also relinquish her claim to a separate trust that held four valuable real

properties. The new trust, the 2021 Larsen Family Trust, was created and divided into

subtrusts A, B and C, each for the benefit of one sister. As trustees, respectively, of

subtrusts A and B Louann and Lydia possess full discretion to operate and in fact divest

the subtrusts. They also possess full discretion over the smaller subtrust C for the

benefit of their sister Linnea.

The new trust agreement was not the only instrument drafted in 2021.

The companies also drafted and signed a new shareholders agreement, naming the 2021

trust and its subtrusts as new, nonvoting, shareholders. The new agreement provided,

in relevant part, that if the companies were not sold within the next five years the

subtrusts would each have the right to appoint a member to the board of directors, the

understanding being that they would likely exercise their rights to force a sale.

However, nothing in any document requires a sale of anything, let alone at this moment.

Although Louann and Lydia, individually and in their trustee garments,

were happy when the new documents were signed and thanked Lauren for her help in

letting it happen, their happiness did not last long. Not content to wait, and not entitled

to vote, they bring this suit to force Lauren's removal, asserting claims that she has

raided the companies for years to their detriment and the detriment of their

6
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beneficiaries (specifically, themselves). The absence of proof is hardly remarkable and

hardly the result of any lack of transparency on the part of Lauren or the companies.

Less than a year ago the sisters, through their own counsel (of the same firm now

litigating this suit for the plaintiffs), engaged in extensive negotiations that resulted in

the
trusts'

receiving, free of charge, larger shares of the companies. Those extensive

negotiations yielded no information suggesting that Lauren had ever misappropriated a

dime or otherwise mismanaged anything. Accordingly, having no proof, the sisters

allege a host of false claims under the cloak of
"concern."

In this capacity they

demanded documents to which they are not entitled and now sue for their
"right"

to

possess them under the same unsupported and in fact false allegations of misfeasance;

omit objections to the more than $2 million Louann and Lydia have received for years in

nonmonetary and monetary benefits from the companies to which they have devoted no

effort; and seek to remove Lauren so that the real property can be divided, the

companies themselves be damned.

ARGUMENT

THE CONCLUSORY NATURE OF THE ALLEGATIONS,
THE CONTINUING RECEIPT BY THE PLAINTIFFS

OF UNEARNED MONETARY AND NONMONETARY BENEFITS
THE CLEAR CONFLICT OF INTEREST

AND THE ABSENCE OF ANY DEMAND TOGETHER DEMONSTRATE
THAT THE PLAINTIFFS LACK CAPACITY TO BRING THESE CLAIMS

Preliminarily, plaintiffs sue under Section 624 of the Business Corporation

Law, complaining they were not given certain corporate records they demanded. The

section provides, in pertinent part, that upon request anyone who has been a

shareholder of a corporation shall receive an annual balance sheet and a profit and loss

statement for the last fiscal year as well as such interim balance sheets and profit and

7
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loss statements as may have been made public or distributed to the shareholders. See

id. (e). These documents were provided to
plaintiffs'

counsel. Paragraph (b) of the

same section permits shareholders, including beneficial owners to obtain minutes of

proceedings of shareholders and a list of shareholders. Id. The inspection authorized by

paragraph (b) may be denied upon the
shareholders'

refusal to provide an affidavit that

the inspection is not desired for a purpose in the interest of a business or object other

than the business of the corporation. Id. paragraph (c). The plaintiffs already know, by

virtue of the shareholders agreement drafted with the participation of their counsel less

than a year ago, who the shareholders are-including the plaintiffs themselves-but no

documents authorized by paragraph (b) were provided. To the extent the plaintiffs

demanded documents well beyond any authorized by the section and for periods long

predating their status as shareholders and well beyond what the statute contemplates,

their claim should be denied outright.

The remainder of
plaintiffs'

claims-for corporate misfeasance, various

breaches of fiduciary duty, unjust enrichment, an accounting, a declaratory
judgment-

must also be dismissed, for at least three reasons: First, as to the derivative claims, the

plaintiffs made no demand on the board of directors and simply claim without proof

that the individual defendant dominates it and that it would ratify her misconduct;

while appending as exhibits their letters demanding documents, they offer no shred of

evidence in the form of a document or even a nonconclusory allegation that Larsen

committed any of the misconduct they claim she did. Second, also as to the derivative

claims, the
plaintiffs'

beneficiaries-the plaintiffs themselves-even if the allegations of

misconduct on the part of Larsen were true, it is plain that the plaintiffs have received

and continue to receive such benefits as no pay jobs, payments to 401K plans, free gas,

8
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EZ pass, cellular telephone, health and dental insurance and other monetary and

nonmonetary benefits while complaining without any support that the individual

defendant does the same, to the detriment of the companies. Third, in their capacity as

trustees for the benefit of their nonparty sister, the plaintiffs omit to assert claims

against themselves for some of the very misconduct in the form of misappropriated

corporate assets that they charge against Larsen. All claims so asserted, as trustees and

derivatively, should be dismissed because the plaintiffs are inherently compromised.

1. Lack of demand on board or adequate reason why not requires

dismissal

It is a basic principle of law that a plaintiff suing derivatively must

demonstrate a prior demand upon the board of directors to bring suit. Derivative

actions by minority shareholders are generally disfavored because by their very nature

they ask courts to second-guess the business judgments of the individuals charged with

operating the corporation in question. See Bansbach v. Zinn, 1 N.Y.3d 1, 769 N.Y.S.2d

175, 801N.E.2d 395 (2003). As Bansbach also recognizes, derivative actions serve the

legitimate purpose of protecting corporations and minority shareholders against

oppressive and otherwise improper conduct by the persons in charge of the corporation.

Thus, "[a] balance of these considerations is maintained by the requirement that a

plaintiff shareholder set forth in the complaint-with particularity-an attempt to

'secure the initiation of such action by the board or the reasons for not making such

effort,'"
id. (quoting N.Y. Business Corp. Law §626[c]). Demand may be excused where

futile, as when the directors are self-interested, or have failed to investigate the

challenged transaction or the transaction is so egregious on its face that it cannot be

justified by sound business judgment. Bansbach, 1 N.Y.3d at 9.

9
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However, simply asserting conclusory allegations of misconduct and self-interest is

insufficient. Id. (citing Barr v. Wackman, 36 N.Y.2d 371, 379, 368 N.Y.S.2d 497, 329

N.E.2d 180 [1975D·

Here, the complaint is full of allegations of misconduct but none one is

supported by even the scantiest of proof-and this in the face of a complaint that

appends documents to support the first cause of action for receipt of corporate

documents. Nor is the absence of proof entirely within the control of the corporation or

the individual defendant: While asserting that Lauren used corporate funds to purchase

a house in upstate New York and another house in Montana, plaintiffs apparently made

no effort-or found no evidence-that anything of the kind is true. Similarly, while

complaining that Lauren's daughters receive salary for no show jobs (or in the case of

Kristina excessive salary), they fail to note that Louann Larsen and her adult son receive

salary for no show jobs and that Louann herself has done so for approximately 30 years,

and they also fail to show how the supposedly unearned monies to Lauren's offspring

have injured the corporation whereas their own unearned benefits, including but not

limited to salary, have not.

Indeed, the complaint is full of the
plaintiffs' "concerns"

about what

Lauren
"may"

have done and full of "information and
belief"

allegations. The absence of

verified allegations is suspect on its face in view of the allegations themselves. For

example, that Lauren Larsen may have paid for a pool or a house does not ipso facto

mean she did so with corporate funds; that Power Cooling in fact awarded some

minuscule jobs to her husban�s company does not mean the corporation was thereby

raided. Other allegations would be refuted or supported (if that were the case) by

reference to publicly available documents; for example, although the plaintiffs claim

10
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.

Lauren organized two additional companies to drain funds from Power Cooling or to

compete with it a simple check with the Secretary of State's online records would have

demonstrated that these companies were organized long before Lauren Larsen became

the majority shareholder and president (see Exhibit B to the moving Affidavit of Lauren

Larsen); although plaintiffs claim that Lauren Larsen purchased homes in Montana and

upstate New York with corporate funds, no investigation was evidently made to discover

whether both homes were in fact purchased with mortgages.

The conclusory and "information and
belief"

allegations are particularly

troubling here. The
plaintiffs'

subtrusts were organized less than a year ago by the same

firm now representing them in this lawsuit. That firm negotiated for them to acquire a

larger stake in the companies less than a year ago and presumably had access to books

and records that would support the claims now interposed-such basic claims as, for

example, who sits on the board of directors and such significant one as, for example,

whether the majority shareholder has been raiding the till for a decade so as to have

destroyed the value of the corporations. In these circumstances, the failure to allege a

demand on the board or particularized reasons why it would have been futile should not

be excused.

2. Plaintiffs are unfit, by virtue of conflict, unclean hands and

estoppel, to press these claims even assuming they were true-which they

manifestly are not

Stockholders who participate in wrongdoing and from questioning

wrongdoing against the corporation in which they hold shares are estopped from

seeking redress through derivative suits on behalf of the corporation. See Greenberg v.

Acme Folding Box Co., 84 Misc.2d 181, 374 N.Y.S.2d 997 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 1975);

Steinberg v.Steinberg, 106 Misc.2d 720, 434 N.Y.S.2d 877 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 1975)

11
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(plaintiff who participated in alleged waste and conversion of corporate assets over

period of years was equitably estopped and otherwise to sue derivatively and for the

benefit of other minority shareholders). The Steinberg court said this:

The gravamen of plaintiff's complaint is that defendant

breached his fiduciary duty to the corporation by wasting
and converting corporate assets, by misappropriating
corporate opportunities, and by thereby subjecting the

corporation, as well as himself, to possible criminal and civil

liability. Among the alleged improprieties are the diversion

of a profitable opportunity to construct bus stop shelters to

another corporation; squandering corporate funds to obtain

the trappings of an ostentatious lifestyle, including a lavishly
furnished Park Avenue co-operative, a personal jet, a large

private security force and illegal drugs; payment of
"excessive"

compensation and expense allowances while

having failed to attend corporate meetings; and

misappropriation of corporate funds to bribe public officials

and illegally making cash contributions to political

campaigns. Plaintiff seeks an accounting and restitution.

Not only has plaintiff not demonstrated that she would fairly
and adequately pursue these claims to the benefit of the

corporation and the other minority shareholders, but the

record before the court convincingly demonstrates that, as a

result of her own past actions and present position, her

maintenance of this action is so fraught with such conflict of

interest as to be legally impermissible. [....]

Moreover, equitable principles should estop plaintiff from

derivatively challenging the questioned expenditures if she

participated in, and benefited from them. (Diamond v

Diamond, 307 NY 263). [....] Plaintiff thus comes to this

court with unclean hands. [...] [S]he profited from the

misappropriation of which she now complains, [....]

Furthermore, assuming plaintiff's allegations are true, as the

court must on a motion to dismiss, it is conceivable that

plaintiff, as well as defendant, could both become co-

defendants in a suit for restitution or the imposition of a

constructive trust over personally held assets derived from

misapplied corporate funds. [Citation omitted.]
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As set forth in the proposed answer ("Exhibit
A"

to the moving Affidavit of

Lauren Larsen), both Lydia Larsen and Louann Larsen have received monetary and

nonmonetary benefits amounting to well more than $1 million from Power Cooling

during the past 30 years. Both receive nonmonetary benefits today in the form of free

EZ pass and gas cards, free airline travel, company-paid cellular telephone usage, 401K

contributions and sundry other benefits; both even charged Power Cooling to remodel

their homes, themselves provided with funds generated by Power Cooling. Lydia Larsen

in particular, though complaining that Lauren Larsen's daughters receive salaries for

"no
show"

jobs, has herself collected such no show salary for decades, together with free

health and dental benefits, payments to a company-operated 401K plan, and now her

grown son also collects salary for a no show job and has his own health and dental plan

although he no longer works for the companies. Complaining without any proof at all

that Lauren used corporate funds to furnish her weekend home and her daughter's

house in Montana and to install an in-ground pool, they omit to note that they

themselves charged home furnishings and renovations to Power Cooling. While

purporting to assert derivative claims against Lauren Larsen, they omit to include

themselves as defendants. While purporting to act on behalf of their beneficiaries-

themselves-they fail to make any effort to recover monies paid to those very

beneficiaries. Most startlingly, while dressed in the garb of their nonparty sister

Linnea's trustees, they fail to make claim against themselves for the loss of value to her

shares by reason of their own unearned benefits. Although the claims they press are

false and devoid of merit, they themselves are unfit to press them.

13
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CONCLUSION

For the forgoing reasons, the complaint should be dismissed and costs and

attorneys'
fees awarded to the defendants.

Dated : Brooklyn, NY
June 13, 2022

Respectfully submitted,

Attorney for the Defend ts
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